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Revolutionary DNX ™ Digital Intermediate Technology Reformats Conventional 
Wide Screen Films To The SDS-70™ 48 Frame Large Format Process 

 
 
HOLLYWOOD, June 16, 2004 - Super Vista Corp. (SVC), today announced the 
development of a new revolutionary digital transformation technology that repurposes 
conventional 35mm and 24p digital wide screen feature films to SDS-70™, 48 frame 
advanced definition motion pictures. Images are brighter, sharper and clearer than any 
current motion picture technology and significantly superior to 4K digital projection. 
 
The DNX™ technology reformats 24 frame 35mm and 24p digital to full frame 70mm, 
48frame, SDS-70™. The DI transform actually creates a true “in-between” frame to 
render smoother motion, reduced motion blur and grain for large 50-80 foot wide screens. 
Even motion pictures from the early days of CinemaScope™ can be transformed to 
images of brilliance and clarity, providing potentially new theatrical distribution 
opportunities for the Hollywood studios.   
 
Barrie O’Brien VP of SVC commented that feature film images with major action 
sequences especially benefit from the DNX™ process and the images often take on a 
dimension of depth. O’Brien added that motion pictures presented in this format take on a 
“value added” dynamic picture quality.  
 
Robert Weisgerber President of SVC said that he was satisfied by the extremely 
favorable comments made by the Hollywood technical community. Many of them believe 
that the SDS-70™ images are the benchmark for which all other theatrical formats of the 
past, present and future will be measured. 
 

### 
 
Super Vista Corp. is a full service motion picture technology company. It markets its patented advanced film based 
technology, SDS-70™ system to theatrical motion picture producers, distributors and exhibitors. The SDS-70 film process is 
backward compatible to 35mm/24 frame exhibition, digital cinema and digital DVD-HDTV video entertainment.  
 
For further information regarding SDS-70™, contact: Super Vista Corp. 1420 ambassador street, West LA, CA 90035 tel 310 
785-0851 fax 310 785-0859 or email sds70svc.com or visit the company’s website at www.superdimension70.com 
 
Super Dimension-70™, SDS-70™, SDS System-70™, DNX™  and Impact System-70 are trademarks of Super Vista Corp. 
All product names are trademarks of their respective companies 
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